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Dear Maryland Residents,

The Maryland Department of Transportation Maryland Transit Administration (MDOT MTA) 
has been providing transit services to the State for almost 50 years since its inception as the 
Metropolitan Transit Authority in 1969. Today, MDOT MTA operates the 12th largest multimodal 
transit system in the country with over 300,000 daily riders, five transit modes, and paratransit 
service, while providing support to locally operated transit systems throughout Maryland. In our 
MARC train operations, MDOT MTA operates 42 stations along 190 miles of track, with  employees 
committed to managing, maintaining, and operating this system that delivers service to nearly 
40,000 patrons daily. MDOT MTA is committed to improving the transit experience for our 
customers every day. To this end, we have adopted the following vision statement:

To provide safe, efficient, and reliable transit across Maryland with world-class customer service.

MDOT MTA’s Cornerstone Plans translate this vision statement into strategic priorities, policies, 
programs, and initiatives for each of our transit modes. We are committed to responsibly 
managing our assets, from rail cars to stations, in a manner that supports our operational demands 
while seeking ways to enhance our customers’ experience. Each Cornerstone Plan synthesizes 
MDOT MTA plans, policies, and reports, with performance data, local and national trends, and 
stakeholder input. MDOT MTA comprehensively analyzes this information to create targeted 
recommendations for investment in each mode that coordinate with the needs of the transit 
system overall. This Cornerstone Plan highlights MDOT MTA’s long-term plans and priorities for 
MARC Train over the next 25 years.

Most importantly, the Cornerstone Plans are living documents; these plans and projects may 
continue to evolve as our team continues in its vision to continually improve our ability to deliver 
safe, efficient, and reliable transit with world-class customer service. 

Sincerely,

Kevin B. Quinn
MDOT MTA Administrator 

Administrator’s Message

MARYLAND AREA REGIONAL COMMUTER
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Public transportation serves a critical role in Maryland, connecting residents to jobs and 
services and driving the state’s economy. MDOT MTA is committed to safely, efficiently, and 
reliably connecting Maryland’s residents, businesses, and visitors to life’s opportunities 
through effective planning and responsible management. 

The MARC Cornerstone Plan was developed to be consistent with the goals of the MDOT  
Maryland Transportation Plan (MTP). These goals include:

▪ Ensure a Safe, Secure, and Resilient Transportation System
▪  Facilitate Economic Opportunity and Reduce Congestion in Maryland through Strategic 

System Expansion
▪ Maintain a High Standard and Modernize Maryland’s Multimodal Transportation System
▪  Improve the Quality and Efficiency of the Transportation System to Enhance the Customer 

Experience
▪ Ensure Environmental Protection and Sensitivity
▪ Promote Fiscal Responsibility
▪ Provide Better Transportation Choices and Connections

The Cornerstone Plan is part of MDOT MTA’s continuing commitment to achieve its goals 
through effective planning and management. This plan includes strategic priorities that 
support the four cornerstones of MDOT MTA service. Specific initiatives are also identified 
that provide recommended paths forward to implementation. 

This document recommends initiatives through 2045 that will inform other statewide 
and regional planning and programming documents, including Metropolitan Planning 
Organization Constrained Long Range Plans for Regional Transportation Board, (BRTB)  
Transportation Planning Board (TPB), and Wilmington Area Planning Council (WILMAPCO)
that are updated every five years. 

Purpose of the Plan

MARYLAND AREA REGIONAL COMMUTER

The Maryland Department of Transportation 
is a customer-driven leader that delivers safe, 
sustainable, intelligent, and exceptional 
transportation solutions in order to connect our 
customers to life’s opportunities.

MDOT Mission Statement
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LONG RANGE PLAN • EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Safety Efficiency

Reliability 

Provide a safe and 
secure environment 

for every customer and 
employee. Ensure the 

transportation system is 
resilient to natural and 

man-made hazards.

Preserve existing 
assets and maximize 
the efficient use 
of resources and 
infrastructure.

Deliver a reliable, 
frequent, convenient, 

and easy to use transit 
service for customers.

World Class  
Customer Service 
Improve 
communication and 
responsiveness with 
MDOT MTA customers 
and stakeholders 
in an effective and 
professional manner.

MDOT MTA is a Transportation Business Unit (TBU) of the Maryland Department 
of Transportation (MDOT). As the 12th largest multimodal transit system in the 
United States, MDOT MTA operates:

▪  Local Buses (CityLink, LocalLink, and Express BusLink)
▪  Commuter Buses
▪  Light RailLink
▪  Metro SubwayLink
▪   Maryland Area Regional Commuter (MARC) Train service
▪  MobilityLink (a comprehensive paratransit system)

Additionally, MDOT MTA manages the taxi access service within the MDOT 
MTA MobilityLink service area and directs funding and statewide assistance 
to Locally Operated Transit Systems (LOTS) in each of Maryland’s 23 counties, 
Baltimore City, Annapolis, and Ocean City.
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Because this plan depends on the further 
development of strategic priorities and 
initiatives, MDOT MTA uses a “feedback 
loop” planning process by which progress 
is monitored and results are driven.

By continuing to develop this feedback 
loop, MDOT MTA can create a strong 
institutional standard of excellence in 
serving its customers. 

MARYLAND AREA REGIONAL COMMUTER
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IDENTIFY 
issues and needs and 
frame from a customer 
pespective. Identify 
key parties who have a 
stake in the issue.

EVALUATE 
alternative 
scenarios and 
project options, 
including no build 
scenario. Evaluate 
capacity to 
implement 
project.

ENGAGE 
key stakeholders and 
general public. Maximize 
participation in planning 
process and clearly 
define project.

IMPLEMENT 
selected alternative 
on schedule and 
within budget. 
Ensure that all 
potential projects 
threats are identified 
and accounted for.

MONITOR 
key performance 
indicators and 
analyze trends. 
Investigate cause 
and effect 
relationships of 
key trends.

ITERATIVE PLANNING PROCESS 
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In 1973, the State of Maryland began taking over most commuter rail operations from Conrail.  
By 1984 the State assumed control of all remaining commuter rail services and rebranded the 
system Maryland Area Regional Commuter (MARC). MARC inherited a wide range of legacy 
equipment including self-propelled rail diesel cars, diesel locomotives, and standard passenger 
coaches. Since that time, MDOT MTA has gradually replaced the aged fleet with modern passenger 
equipment.

MARC provides regional connections to transit systems in two major metropolitan areas: 
Baltimore and Washington. MARC also provides connections to local transit services, including:

▪ Virgina Railway Express (VRE)
▪ Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA)
▪ Purple Line (currently under construction)
▪  Montgomery County RideOn
▪ Prince George’s County The Bus
▪ Harford County Transit Link
▪ Frederick County’s TransIT
▪ Cecil County’s Cecil Transit
▪ Regional Transit Agency of Central Maryland (RTA)

History

Service

Overview of MARC Train

MARYLAND AREA REGIONAL COMMUTER

Photo by Will Anderson

10
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Regionally, MARC provides several direct connections to Amtrak’s inter-city services, connection 
with Baltimore-Washington Thurgood Marshall Airport, and inter-city bus services via Penn 
Station in Baltimore and Union Station in Washington D.C.

MARC provides service on three different routes including the Brunswick, Camden, and Penn 
Lines.  These three routes provide direct access to Washington, D.C. and passengers can transfer 
between these routes at Washington’s Union Station. There is no direct connection between 
the Camden and Penn lines in Baltimore. The Camden and Brunswick Lines only operate on 
weekdays, while the Penn Line operates seven days a week. 

Host Railroad Partners

With the exception of the Frederick branch of the Brunswick Line, MDOT MTA does not own the 
rails on which it provides MARC service. MARC operates on rails owned by what are commonly 
referred to as “Host Railroads,” which are the organizations that own, and maintain the rails 
and supporting structures. MARC pays a fee to these host railroads to operate trains on all three 
lines and to store trains when not in service. Service changes, such as schedule, span of service, 
frequency, and any new or re-located station must be coordinated with and approved by the 
host railroads. Additionally, MDOT MTA contracts with other entities for the operation and 
maintenance of the train service and vehicles.  
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Bowie State University
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Potomac River
Free shuttle bus
to terminals

Penn-Camden
Light RailLink

shuttle

Amtrak to Philadelphia, New York,
and points north

Amtrak to Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
and points west

Virginia Railway Express to Spotsylvania and Broad Run
Amtrak to Richmond, Lynchburg, and points south
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MarylandWest
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Virginia Railway Express
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Accessible Stations

All stations have parking
Parking fees vary by station; some are free.

Most stations have bike racks
Except for Dickerson, Laurel Park, Jessup, and St. Denis.
Look for the bike car on weekend Penn Line trains!

Connecting Services
Transfers available to:

CityLink Routes
CityLinks run 24 hours and offer
frequent service on main lines.

Zipcar Locations
Some locations are in streets, lots, or garages
within walking distance of stations.
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CSX Transportation owns the railroad along the Brunswick and Camden Lines while 
the National Railroad Passenger Corporation (AMTRAK) owns the right-of-way along 
MARC’s Penn Line. This influences MDOT MTA’s ability to respond to the specific 
needs and requests of existing and potential MARC passengers. These needs include 
span of service, frequency, and adding new stations or re-locating other stations.   
 
The MARC Penn Line has benefited from operating on the Northeast Corridor which is owned and 
operated by AMTRAK and has the primary function of facilitating the movement of passenger 
trains.  While MDOT MTA has partnered with CSX to provide service on the Brunswick and Camden 
Lines, the primary function of CSX is to facilitate the movement of freight.  This contrast between 
the two host railroads further limits the discretion MDOT MTA has on MARC Train service levels 
across the system.

MARC Train Service Profile

Host Railroad

Primary Function Freight

CSX 
Transportation

CSX 
Transportation

AMTRAK

Freight Passenger

AM Peak Service

PM Peak Service

Trains Per 
Weekday

Midday Service

Weekend Service

Route Length

Hours of 
Operation 
(Approximate)

4:30am - 9:30am
3:30pm - 9:00pm

5:00am - 9:30am
3:30pm - 9:00pm

4:00am - 12:00am

Reverse 
Commute Service

Average Peak
Frequency

20 min 
(Germantown)

30 min 
(Baltimore-Camden)

15 min 
(Baltimore-Penn)

Northern 
Terminus

Martinsburg,
WV/Fredrick Baltimore-Camden Baltimore-Penn/

Perryville

74 mi. 39 mi. 77 mi.

18 21 57

BRUNSWICK LINE CAMDEN LINE PENN LINE

provided limited unavailable
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New Dorsey station opens 
on the Camden Line, replac-
ing Elkridge Station

1996

MARC replaced older 
bi-level railcars limited to 
the Brunswick Line with 
new Multi-level railcars 
that can can be deployed 
systemwide.

MARC procured eight new 
diesel locomotives, which 
meet the latest environmental 
emissions requirements.  

2018

2014

MARC ridership has 
grown to a total average 
daily ridership of 40,000 
passengers in 2017.

2015
MARC added additional 
Camden Line Service 
between Washington D.C. 
and Baltimore Camden 
Station

2010

Edgewood Station is 
replaced with a new 
modern staton

MARC begins weekend 
service on the Penn Line 
between Martin Airport 
and Washington, D.C.

2013MARC Train
Milestones
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Ridership

MARC provides nearly 40,000 daily trips, accounting for 8% of MDOT MTA’s total ridership. 
Ridership has grown since 2002 with an overall average annual growth of 2% in weekday 
boardings systemwide.  Of the three routes, the Penn Line has experienced the largest 
increase in average weekday boardings with annual growth of 3%.  The Brunswick Line has 
also experienced a steady increase of just under 1% in average weekday boardings while the 
Camden Line has remained relatively steady. Since its inception in 2013, MARC Penn Line 
Weekend Service has grown by 5%.

The Penn Line is a segment of the Northeast Corridor (NEC), the busiest passenger railroad 
corridor in the United States. Stretching from Boston, Massachusetts to Washington, DC, 
passenger service on the NEC accommodates 710,000 commuters and 40,000 intercity 
travelers on 2,000 trains each day.  The Penn Line carries the largest share of MARC passengers 
throughout the system with 64% of the total 21,700 annual passengers in 2017.  The Brunswick 
Line carries 22% of all MARC passengers and has the second largest share of average annual 
passengers throughout the MARC system.  The Camden Line accounts for 14% of all MARC  
Train passengers.   

Daily Ridership 2002 - 2017
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Brunswick Line Average Weekday Station Boardings (2002 - 2017)
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Camden Line Average Weekday Station Boardings (2002 - 2017)
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Penn Line Average Weekday Station Boardings (2002 - 2017)
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According to passenger surveys, nearly 80% of MARC Train passenger trips are for commuting trips. 
Trips originating from home made for school and/or other purposes account for a combined 12% 
of MARC trips systemwide.  

Trip Purpose

Brunswick

Non-Home-Based Other

Home-Based School Home-Based Work

Non-Home-Based Work Home-Based Other

120%

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
Camden Penn Total

The Penn line also supports the greatest variety of trip purposes, while the Brunswick and Camden 
lines are very strongly dominated by commute trips. Commute trips account for 69% of all MARC 
Penn line trips.  Weekend and mid-day service on the Penn line contribute to increased use of 
MARC for purposes other than commuting.  Commute trips account for 95% and 94% of Brunswick 
and Camden Line trips respectively.  Washington Union Station is the terminus for all three MARC 
Train routes, and nearly 40% of all MARC Train trips begin or end there. 

Station Access

Sixty-six percent of MARC Train passengers use automobiles to access MARC Train stations, based 
on a 2016 MDOT MTA survey.  Automobile access to MARC is higher for the Brunswick and Camden 
Lines (77% and 86% respectively), while just 36% of Penn Line passengers drive to a MARC Train 
station. Nearly as many passengers access MARC’s Penn Line by transit as by driving (35%). Of the 
three MARC  Train routes, the Penn Line also has the largest share of passengers who bike or walk to 
a station (24%).  The Brunswick and Camden Line share of passengers who bike or walk to a MARC 
station is 16% and 7% respectively. 

2016 MARC Origin Destination Survey

Home-Based Work

Non-Home-Based OtherHome-Based School

Non-Home-Based Work Home-Based Other
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Job Accessibility

MDOT MTA identified the number of jobs within 15 and 30 minutes of each MARC station for each 
line.  These travel times from MARC stations are based on walking and use of transit from MARC 
stations.  

MARC Station Access from Home

CamdenBrunswick

Drive

Walk

Shuttle

Other Transit

Taxi

Metrorail

Bicycle

MTA Local Bus

Other

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Penn

2016 MARC Origin Destination Survey

2016 MARC Origin Destination Survey
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Jobs Accessible by Brunswick Line MARC Stations
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30 Minutes = 1,344,198

Jobs Accessible

Duffields

Martinsburg

Barnesville

Boyds

Brunswick

Dickerson
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Kensington

Metropolitan Grove

Point of Rocks

Rockville

Silver Spring

Washington Grove
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Harpers Ferry

15 Minutes = 480,529

Brunswick Line

Over 1.3 million jobs are located within a 30-minute walk or transit trip of Brunswick Line MARC 
stations, including over 480,000  jobs within 15 minutes of the stations.  The Brunswick Line 
job accessibility map illustrates that the areas in proximity to MARC Train stations increase 
as the Brunswick Line approaches areas with more redundant transit networks, particularly 
Washington D.C.
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Camden Line

Over 1.3 million jobs are located within a 30-minute walk or transit trip of Camden Line MARC 
stations, including over half a million jobs within 15 minutes of Camden Line MARC stations. 
The Camden Line job accessibility map illustrates that the number of jobs in proximity to MARC 
Train stations increase as the Camden Line approaches areas with more redundant transit 
networks, particularly Washington D.C., and Downtown Baltimore.

Jobs Accessible by Camden Line MARC Stations
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Penn Line

Over 1.4 million jobs are located within a 30-minute walk or transit trip of Penn Line MARC 
stations, including over half a million jobs within 15 minutes of Penn Line MARC stations.   The 
Penn Line job accessibility map illustrates that the number of jobs in proximity to MARC Train 
stations increase as the Penn Line approaches areas with more redundant transit networks.  
This is observed particularly in the Baltimore and Washington regions.

Jobs Accessible by Penn Line MARC Stations
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Ensuring that MDOT MTA systems are safe and secure for riders, employees, contractors, 
and the public is MDOT MTA’s number one priority. Providing a safe and secure MARC 
system involves a broad range of activities, from timely inspection and maintenance of 
vehicles, electrical systems, and guideway; to proper training and operating protocols and 
communication; to effective police enforcement, security equipment.  The latest safety and 
security efforts include Positive Train Control which is a system that minimizes the risk of train 

MDOT MTA has established nine strategic priorities that require ongoing commitment to 
support the four cornerstones. Strategic priorities are not discrete projects. Rather, they 
are conditions that will drive future decisions and initiatives. Many strategic priorities are 
consistent across all modes, but some are unique to MARC Train.

Safety and Security

Strategic Priorities

collisions.

In 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017 the MDOT 
MTA Police Force reported the lowest 
number of serious crime incidents among 
the top 12 transit agencies in the country1.   
MDOT MTA will continue to strategically 
deploy MDOT MTA Police Officers, public 
safety announcements, ad campaigns 
(e.g., “See Something, Say Something,” 
and “Keep Your Smartphone Safe”), and 
technology (e.g., closed-circuits television 
and emergency blue light telephones) to 
ensure system safety. 

MDOT MTA is committed to increasing its 
ability to proactively mitigate threats when 
possible and recovery quickly when events 
occur. The agency’s resiliency strategy 
prioritizes the safety of customers and 
employees. MDOT MTA resiliency strategies 
are critical to protect customers, employees, 
and physical assets from threats posed by 
natural and manufactured threats such as 
fires, floods, extreme weather, burglary, 
theft, vandalism, and terrorism.

1 Lowest number of part 1 crime of the top 12 transit system 
agencies – APTA Bus Safety & Security Gold Excellence Award 
MARTA National Study 

MARYLAND AREA REGIONAL COMMUTER
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Daily operations has the biggest impact on MDOT MTA’s customers and is at the forefront of 
MDOT MTA’s strategic priorities.  Operations include vehicle maintenance and availability, 
dispatching, field supervision, call center management, coordination with MARC Train 
maintenance staff when equipment issues arise, and coordination with MDOT MTA and local 
police to address security concerns. Efficient and effective management of these functions is 
critical to providing safe, efficient, and reliable transit service.

Operational Performance

The operations personnel of MARC Train 
are on the front line in terms of identifying 
critical issues that customers face. 
Strengthening feedback loops between 
operations personnel and MDOT MTA 
decision-makers is critical to monitoring 
performance and being responsive to the 
needs of the customers.

MDOT MTA will continue to focus on efficient 
and effective management of MARC Train 
operations with the four cornerstones 
guiding key operational initiatives. 
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Asset Management
MDOT MTA is committed to effectively 
managing its capital assets and maintaining 
its system in a State of Good Repair (SGR) to 
support safe, efficient, and reliable transit 
service. Transit Asset Management is a 
strategic approach to managing the agency’s 
fleet, infrastructure, equipment, and facilities 
to optimize their performance, useful life, 
and minimize their whole life cost. MDOT MTA 
will align its asset and safety management 
practices and proactively review and 
communicate safety-related issues. 
MDOT MTA will employ historical data to 
better inform future investment decisions 
and accurately capture capital and operating 
costs to assess and optimize the total cost of 
asset ownership. Maintenance and capital 
programs will be assessed to improve 
operational performance, reduce asset related 
risks, and reduce SGR backlog. Through 
improved asset management, internal/
external communication, service reliability, 
convenience, and accessibility, MDOT MTA 
will enhance customers’ experience. 
MARC Train assets include vehicles, stations, 
guideways, facilities and systems. Maintaining 
the estimated $2 billion portfolio of MARC 
train assets in a state of good repair will cost 
approximately $152 million per year over the 
timeframe of this Plan. 
Asset Management will also help reduce the 
impact of our activities on the environment 
and develop ways to make our transit system 
more resilient. Lifecycle cost considerations 
and improved efficiencies of equipment in 
good repair will help reduce the financial, 
social, and environmental costs of the MARC 
Train system, which supports MDOT MTA’s 
commitment to sustainability.

Asset Management is a strategic approach to 
optimizing performance and minimizing lifecycle costs

Asset Management 
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MDOT MTA strives to provide our customers with world-
class service at every stage of their trip. MDOT MTA will seek 
opportunities to upgrade technology and amenities to make 
it easier, more efficient, and more convenient to access 
and use transit to access jobs, education, healthcare and 
recreation, and services. Key focus areas for enhancing the 
MARC Train system include station access and technology 
improvements. 

Ensuring that the public can safely, efficiently, and reliably 
access stations is a key focus for improving the customer 
experience with the system. MDOT MTA is committed to 
ensuring our facilities and vehicles are accessible to all 
members of the public, including those with disabilities. 
Further, we continue to find ways to strengthen the 
connections for all those accessing our vehicles and 
stations, including those who arrive by:

▪  Wheelchairs and other mobility devices

▪  Foot

▪  Bicycle

▪  Bus or other transit

▪  Carpool

▪  Carshare

▪  Taxi

▪  Park & Ride

Improved Customer Experience

MDOT MTA currently facilitates the 
MARC Riders Advisory Council which 
meets monthly. The council consists of 
15 members that represent the three 
MARC routes.  Council members provide 
direct input on their experiences with 
train service to MARC Train staff.
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MDOT MTA is committed to developing strong relationships with partners and customers and using 
their input to deliver better service. MDOT MTA is committed to the following public engagement 
objectives to ensure a truly collaborative process with our stakeholders:

▪   Reach a meaningful cross-section of stakeholders across demographics, interests, and 
experiences of people who are affected by transit, including those who are often under-
represented.

▪   Incorporate customer, community, and stakeholder input and insight into MDOT MTA decisions.
▪   Provide clear avenues for members of the public to receive information, provide input, and share 

concerns.
▪  Explain when and how public input is used.
▪   Provide interactive experiences across a variety of meeting formats, both in-person and online.
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Practical Design guides all MDOT investments, applying the idea that the needs of the system 
are prioritized over the wants of a specific project. This approach enables MDOT MTA to 
complete more projects by ensuring that each individual project targets its core priorities and 
needs. Practical design also provides greater flexibility to address problems and improve the 
system through innovation. 

MDOT MTA will apply Practical Design principles to achieve its mission with constrained 
resources. Practical design adheres to the following guidelines:

Practical Design

•  Every project will make the facility safer after its
completion.

•  The design solution shall be reached in a
collaborative environment.

•  The design solution shall match the project need(s).

•  Designs shall use the flexibility that exists in
current engineering specifications and guidance 
while ensuring the minimum design thresholds are 
achieved.

•  The goal cannot be to shift investment costs to
maintenance. Rather, the goal should be to obtain 
the best value for the least cost.
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MARC Train Investment Areas

This section of the Plan categorizes the initiatives needed to provide safe, efficient and reliable 
MARC train service over the next 25 years in six investment areas:

▪  Vehicles
▪  Stations
▪  Guideways
▪  Facilities
▪  Systems
▪  Service

The first five categories are consistent with MDOT MTA and the Federal Transit Administration 
asset types established for Transit Asset Management; the sixth represents operating initiatives 
related to MARC Train service that are not captured by the other asset types. Key initiatives 
in each investment area are identified. These initiatives highlight major investments and 
customer-facing changes that MDOT MTA anticipates. It is not an exhaustive list, as additional 
projects are anticipated in each investment area to maintain a state of good repair and improve 
customer experience.  All costs are were estimated in 2018 dollars.

Project Timeline

2018 20452025 2035

Short Term

2018 20452025 2035

Medium Term

2018 20452025 2035

Long Term

2018 20452025 2035

Ongoing
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Investment Areas

Vehicles

Stations

Guideways

Short Term

32

38

40

41

39

41

44

38

37

43

43

40
39

44
45

33

33

34

34

35

35

Pg. #

Short Term

GP39H-2 Locomotive Mid-Life Overhaul

Camden Station Replacement

Improve Station Access

Penn-Camden Connector

BWI Station Improvements

Brunswick Line Station Renovations

Laurel Transit Oriented Development

Passenger Rail Investment and 
Improvement Act (PRIIA) - Penn Line

New Carrollton Second Platform

Camden Line Station Renovations

Dorsey Transit Oriented Development

CSX Joint Benefits - Brunswick and Camden Lines

 West Baltimore Station

Eliminate At-Grade Pedestrian Crossings

Germantown Transit Oriented Development

Penn Station Transit Oriented Development

Penn Line Station Renovations

Monocacy Transit Oriented Development

Frederick Branch

MP36PH-3C Mid-Life Overhaul

MARC III Railcar Overhaul

MARC IV Railcar Overhaul

Railcar Fleet Replacement

Locomotive Fleet Replacement

Non-Revenue Vehicles

Medium Term

Long Term

Ongoing

Medium Term
Long Term

Ongoing

Timeframe Initiative

Medium Term

Ongoing

48

46

47
47
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Investment Areas

Facilities

Systems

Service

Short Term
51

54

55
55

55

52

52

53

Pg. #

Short Term

Riverside Heavy Maintenance Building

Positive Train Control (PTC)

Run-Through Service to L’Enfant Plaza and N. Virginia

Real-Time MARC Tracking
Train Approaching Warning System

Brunswick Line

Penn Line

Closed Circuit Television (CCTV)

Camden Line

Martin’s Yard Expansion

Replacement Penn Line Storage Yard

Brunswick Yard Maintenance Facility
Medium Term

Long Term

Medium Term
Long Term

Timeframe Initiative

Ongoing

56
58

62
60
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Vehicles

MDOT MTA inherited a wide variety of legacy equipment from previous railroads when it began 
assuming control of commuter rail operations in 1973. Over the last four decades MARC has gradually 
been able to retire older cars and replace them with newer, safer, and more reliable equipment.  
Today the MARC Train fleet comprises 223 revenue vehicles including 177 railcars and 46 locomotives.  
MARC vehicles make up the biggest share of all MARC assets, representing nearly $1 billion in assets. 
MDOT MTA operates and maintains four different locomotive types including both diesel, and electric 
locomotives manufactured by four different builders.  Only a small part of MARC’s fleet is made up of 
electric locomotives; these are used on the Penn Line only.  MDOT MTA recently acquired eight new 
SC-44 “Charger” diesel locomotives in 2018.  These locmotives meet the latest TIER IV environmental 
emissions standards.  The age of MARC’s locomotive fleet ranges from less than a year old to 30+ years 
old.  The frequency with which overhauls are required increase with age, and the older vehicles have 
gone through several overhauls and rebuilds. 

GP39H-2 Locomotive 
Mid-Life Overhaul

Entered into service in 1987 and were 
last overhauled in 1998. The GP39H-2 
locomotive is the oldest locomotive in 
service in the MARC fleet.  To keep these 
six locomotives operating reliably 
and to extend their useful life, MDOT 
MTA will overhaul the locomotives 
by replacing key components. The 
GP39H-2 locomotives will be removed 
from service in pairs to undergo the 
mid-life overhaul.  

$  17 Million

2018 20452025 2035

32
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The MP36PH-3C locomotive is the 
backbone of the MARC locomotive fleet 
accounting for 54% of all locomotives 
that are in service.  Procured in 2009, 
these locomotives are deployed 
throughout the entire MARC system 
and are approaching their midlife. In 
order to ensure continued reliability, 
the locomotives will undergo a mid-life 
overhaul that overhauls or replaces all 
major systems and components. 

2018 20452025 2035

$  65 Million

MP36PH-3C Locomotive 
Mid-life Overhaul

The MARC III Railcars were purchased 
in 1999 to expand MARC’s railcar fleet 
and provide increased capacity to 
meet growing demand, and replace 
aging railcars on the Brunswick and 
Camden Lines.   

MDOT MTA began the overhaul of the 
MARC III railcars in the summer of 
2018.  This includes the replacement  
and overhaul of the communications 
system with new passenger destination 
signs, HVAC system, electrical systems, 
seats, and other elements that ensure 
a safe and pleasant ride for passengers. $  53 Million

2018 20452025 2035

MARC III Railcar Overhaul
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$  920 Million
2018 20452025 2035

Railcar Fleet Replacement
New railcar procurement is expected 
to begin in 2035 as the MARC II and 
MARC III railcars approach the end of 
their life cycle.  Prior to the next pro-
curement, MDOT MTA will develop 
specifications for its next railcar.  In the 
interest of maintenance and repair ef-
ficiency, MDOT MTA plans to standard-
ize MARC’s railcar fleet as older railcars 
are retired. This will also provide MDOT 
MTA with an opportunity to explore 
the inclusion of additional features for 
passengers including bike racks, elec-
trical and USB outlets, and any other 
modern features available at the time 
of procurement.

MARC IV Railcar Overhaul
The MARC IV railcars are the newest 
railcars in the fleet.  These railcars are 
scheduled for a midlife overhaul in 
2028.  The overhaul will include the 
replacement of major component 
parts, electrical systems, seats and 
other elements that ensure a safe 
and pleasant ride for passengers.

The schedule for this overhaul also 
coincides with the replacement of 
the MARC III railcars.  MDOT MTA will 
identify options and determine the 
benefits of overhauling the MARC IV 
or replacing  it along with the MARC 
III railcars in an effort to standardize 
the fleet.

$ 60 Million
2018 20452025 2035
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2018 20452025 2035

$  580 Million

Locomotive Fleet Replacement
The expected useful life of MARC 
locomotives ranges from 20 to 30 
years. MDOT MTA will replace MARC 
locomotives as they reach their 
useful life. Based on experience 
with maintenance, reliability, and 
operator feedback for the current 
fleet, MDOT MTA will work towards 
standardizing its fleet of locomotives.  
This will reduce the need for 
specialized equipment, parts and 
training needed for different varieties 
of locomotives.

MDOT MTA also operates and maintains a number of non-revenue vehicles to support the op-
eration of MARC service.  This includes automobiles, trucks, and other special vehicles found 
in stations and/or yard facilities.  As part of the ongoing function of MARC operations, MDOT 
MTA will continue to make the appropriate investments in non-revenue vehicles to maintain 
a state of good repair and maintain the efficient operation of MARC service.

2018 20452025 2035

$ 5 million

Non-Revenue Vehicles
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Stations

The MARC Train system is composed of 42 stations. Station designs vary at 
each location, but major components include: signage, platforms, elevators, 
shelters, buildings and parking lots and garages. In addition to inspecting 
stations and managing corrective maintenance, MDOT MTA is pursuing several 
station enhancement efforts. 

36
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MDOT MTA will continue efforts 
to improve access to MARC Train 
stations by foot, bike, local transit 
or rail, and car. MDOT MTA will seek 
opportunities to install bike racks at 
stations, and providing or improving 
sidewalks, crosswalks and other 
access infrastructure that would better 
accommodate people accessing the 
stations by biking or on foot. Parking 
is also a critical need for MARC Train 
passengers.  Several MARC Train Park 
and Ride lots are currently operating 
at or above capacity.  To meet existing 
demand, MDOT MTA will continue to 
monitor for opportunities to expand 
parking at the appropriate stations 
where feasible.  

$104 Million

Improve Station Access

2018 20452025 2035
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MDOT MTA is constructing a new 
Camden Station in coordination with 
the Maryland Stadium Authority.  This 
new station building will improve 
passenger amenities at the Camden 
Line terminus in Baltimore, provide 
wayfinding information to passengers 
and tourists, and will establish a more 
recognizable presence of MARC Train 
service in downtown Baltimore.  

$ 7 Million
2018 20452025 2035

Camden Station Replacement

MDOT MTA is currently renovating  
the  BWI  Rail station.  Renovations 
will include a modernized interior, 
façade upgrades, roof, HVAC, 
plumbing and electrical systems. 
The improvements also include the 
inspection and repair of the parking 
garage to maintain a state of good 
repair.  Work commenced on the 
station in the summer of 2018 and is 
slated to be completed in 2019.

$ 14 Million
2018 20452025 2035

BWI Station Improvements 
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The existing New Carrollton station 
is served by both Amtrak and Penn 
Line MARC Train service.  The existing 
facility consists of one platform 
which is served by both northbound 
and southbound trains. Amtrak’s 
construction will provide benefits to 
both Amtrak and MARC Train service 
by facilitating the more efficient 
movement of trains through the area. 

Cost Neutral

2018 20452025 2035

New Carrollton Second Platform

Camden Line consist of 11 stations 
in addition to Washington Union 
Station.  MDOT MTA will continue 
to make improvements consistent 
with the lifecycle of each station.  
As various amenities and elements 
are replaced, MDOT MTA will also 
include enhancements with improved 
technology and features available 
at the time.  This also includes 
elements such as upgraded security, 
and communication systems, 
wayfinding, and other improvements 
as appropriate.

$ 80 Million

2018 20452025 2035

Camden Line Station Renovations
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The West Baltimore MARC 
Train station will need capital 
improvements to bring it into a 
state of good repair by providing 
ADA accessible platforms.  Based 
on the location selected for 
the proposed, new Baltimore 
and Potomac Tunnel, the West 
Baltimore MARC station may need 
to be relocated. Major station 
improvements are intended to be 
coordinated with the construction 
of the new tunnel.

West Baltimore Station

$ 58 Million
2018 20452025 2035

The Penn Line consists of 12 stations 
in addition to Washington Union 
Station.  MDOT MTA will continue to 
make improvements consistent with 
the lifecycle of each station.  MDOT 
MTA will also include enhancements 
with improved technology and 
features available at the time.  Such 
enhancements include upgraded 
security, and communication systems, 
wayfinding, and other improvements 
as appropriate.

Penn Line Station Renovations

$ 90 Million
2018 20452025 2035
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Eliminate At-Grade Pedestrian 
Crossings

Nineteen of the 42 stations that 
MARC serves currently have at-
grade pedestrian crossings. At these 
stations, passengers must cross 
active railroad tracks to access the 
far-side platform.  CSX currently 
requires at-grade pedestrian 
crossings to be eliminated as part of 
any significant station improvements 
on the Brunswick and Camden Lines. 

$ 370 Million
2018 20452025 2035

The Brunswick Line consist of 18 
stations in addition to Washington 
Union Station.  MDOT MTA will 
continue to make improvements 
consistent with the lifecycle of each 
station.  As various amenities and 
elements are replaced, MDOT MTA 
will also include enhancements with 
improved technology and features 
available at the time.  This also 
includes elements such as upgraded 
security, and communication 
systems, wayfinding, and other 
improvements as appropriate.

Brunswick Line 
Station Renovations

$ 22 Million
2018 20452025 2035
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Features of a Successful TOD Project

5
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Kiss & ride and car-share spaces 
accessible from the station

Bicycle parking and bicycle-sharing 
stations at the transit station

Parking is shared among different 
complementary uses, including to 
serve the transit station

Key pedestrian walking streets have 
active ground floor uses. Parking garages 
are behind mixed-use buildings and 
accessed from secondary streets

Connected networks of complete streets 
and paths for safe pedestrian, bicycle, 
and vehicular access to the transit station

Intensity steps down as TOD transitions 
to adjacent established neighborhoods

A mix of complementary uses around the station. 
Highest intensity and density developments are 

located closet to the station

Effective wayfinding orients users to the station

Station fronting a public open space that acts as a 
community gathering space and shared amenity 

with surronding TOD

Transit station and structure designed to be a civic 
landmark for the community
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Penn Station Transit Oriented 
Development

MDOT promotes Transit Oriented 
Development (TOD) as a tool to 
support economic development, 
promote transit ridership, and 
maximize the efficient use of 
transportation infrastructure.  
Amtrak, has selected a development 
team to pursue redevelopment as 
a mixed-use transit and residential 
hub. While Amtrak will be leading the 
process for redevelopment, MDOT 
MTA will coordinate closely to ensure 
that development is coordinated 
with MARC Train service needs and 
goals.  One such need involves the 
impacts to MARC Train storage and 
maintenance that currently occurs at 
the station.

Cost Neutral
2018 2025 2035

Rendering by Gensler

MDOT MTA supports the planning and 
implementation of TOD.  The agency will 
work with stakeholders to coordinate 
the planning and development of 
mixed use development near MARC 
Train stations systemwide.  Laurel 
Station is the busiest non-terminal 
station on the Camden Line with 
average daily weekday boardings of 621 
passengers.  The MDOT parking lot and 
adjacent land have been proposed for 
redevelopment in the past and MDOT 
MTA will coordinate with stakeholders to 
support redevelopment of this property 
to enhance access between the station 
and the community. 

Laurel Transit Oriented 
Development

Cost Neutral

2018 20452025 2035
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Monocacy Station is one of two stations located exclusively on the Frederick Branch of the 
MARC Brunswick Line. An average of 221 weekday boardings occur at Monocacy with three 
inbound and outbound trains serving the station each weekday MDOT MTA will work with 
stakeholders to support development that preserves and supports MARC operations.  

Cost Neutral

Monocacy Transit Oriented 
Development

20452018 2025 2035

Dorsey Station is the second most 
active staton on the Camden Line 
serving all inbound and outbound 
MARC trains.  The station experiences 
an average of 558 weekday boardings.  
The station has also been identified as 
having TOD potential. MDOT MTA has 
been evaluating the site to determine 
requirements for supporting existing 
and anticipated MARC service 
while accommodating mixed use 
development.

Dorsey Transit Oriented 
Development

STATION-ADJACENT MARC PARKING GARAGE
2x5 bay garage at 6.5 stories provides about 760 parking spaces

Front third of ground level contains accessible parking spaces
Sized for 2% annual passenger growth for a 20-year horizon

Depending on the grade, the garage can be bermed into the hillside

DEERPATH RD.

(extended to station)

DEERPATH RD.

(extended to station)

SAN TOMAS RD.

(extended south across MD-100

via overpass or underpass)

LENNOX AVE.

(new street)

CEDAR AVE.

(MD-100 access road extended

south to Deerpath Rd.)

MD-100
STORMWATER POND
(existing; unchanged)

WETLANDS AND
WOODED BUFFER AREA

(existing; unchanged)

UMUC DORSEY
STATION CENTER

(existing; a small amount of frontage
parking is lost to an extended Deerpath Rd.)

DORSEY STATION DR.

(realigned)EXISTING OFFICE
BUILDINGS

HIKING AND BIKING TRAIL
Connects station south to Dorsey Rd., where there are existing residential neighborhoods

Built as an elevated structure above the Deep Run stream valley,
similar to the elevated BWI Rail Station trail

EXISTING STATION BUILDING

TRACKS AND PLATFORMS
Third track added on west side of existing tracks
Northbound platform unchanged; southbound
platform shifted west to accommodate third track
New ramps and stairs lead down to O’Connor Dr.

O’CONNOR DR.

(existin
g)

Ramp

Stairs

Ramp

Stairs

MARC CAMDEN LINE

(CSX Capita
l Subdivision)

CONNECTING MODES
Two sawtooth bays in front of station
accommodate MTA Commuter Bus 201
and RTA bus routes 409 and 501
Curbside kiss-and-ride area
Curbside taxi and rideshare area
Optional canopy over bus bays and kiss-and-ride

201

409

501

STAIR+ELEVATOR TOWER
Permits safe crossing of tracks;
existing grade crossings are removed
Wide enough to bridge three tracks
Tall enough to clear double-stack freight trains
Architecture complements existing station
Bike parking at west entrance

HOTEL
WITH RETAIL

OFFICES
WITH RETAIL

RESIDENTIAL
WITH RETAIL

PUBLIC PLAZA
Serves as the development’s focal point

TO OXFORD

SQUARE

INFILL DEVELOPMENT
Accommodates retail, hotel, office, and/or residential uses
This illustration depicts “Texas Doughnut” infill buildings, but the massing and form
can vary as needed depending on market demand (see other pages)

TYPICAL STREET SECTION
Contains a travel lane, parking lane,

tree planting strip, protected bike lane,
and sidewalk in each direction

TYPICAL INTERSECTION
Contain crosswalks with bulbouts

Curb radii accommodate buses and trucks
Can be signalized if traffic projections warrant

TEXAS
DOUGHNUT

SMALLER
INFILL BLOCKS

TOWNHOUSES COMBINATION

9
Aerial Concept View
This concept reflects how a “Texas Doughnut” buildout 
might look and function within the context of MDOT MTA’s 
recommended connections and station improvements.

2018 20452025 2035

Cost Neutral
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Cost Neutral

Preliminary
Germantown
TOD Analysis

BUSES

BUSES

BUSES

CARS

CARS

To Upper/Lower

Parking Decks

From Upper/Lower

Parking Decks

WALTER JOHNSON RDBOWMAN MILL DR

W
AL

KW
AY

/B
IK

EW
AY

 CO
NNEC

TI
ON TO

NORTH
 LA

KE P
ROFE

SS
IO

NAL
 PA

RK

NORTH LAKE
PROFESSIONAL PARK

WALKWAY/BIKEWAY CONNECTION TO

ROLLING HILLS APARTMENTS

AND US POST OFFICE

EXISTING
STORMWATER

RESERVOIR

LIB
ERTY M

ILL RD

PEDESTRIA
N

BRID
GE

GERMANTOWN RD

EXISTING
STATION

EXISTING
L3 HOUSE

CONVERTED TO
RESTAURANT

61

83

97

PROPOSED

RETAIL/

RESTAURANT

PROPOSED APARTMENTS

(5-10 FLOORS)

W/ G
ROUND FLOOR RETAIL

PROPOSED APARTMENTS

AND/O
R OFFICES (5

-10 FLOORS)

REBUILD AS 4-WAY INTERSECTION
WITH SIGNALIZED CROSSWALK

TO LIBERTY MILL

EXISTING MARC/CSX TRACKS

POTENTIAL FUTURE THIRD TRACK

PROPOSED PLAZA
W/ SEATING,

TABLES, TREES,
AND GARDEN

PROPOSED
SIDEWALK
AND BIKEWAY

LIBERTY MILL
DEVELOPMENT

EXISTING
SOUTHBOUND

PLATFORM

KISS-N
-R

IDE

RIDESHARE/ZIPCAR

PERIPHERY OF L3 HOUSE
CONVERTED TO
SHADED SEATING AREA

PROPOSED PARKING DECK:
2 LEVELS BERMED UNDERGROUND

(DOWN TO TRACK LEVEL);
1 LEVEL AT GRADE WITH BOWMAN MILL DR;

AND POOL/TERRACE/GARDEN ON TOP

PROPOSED PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE WOULD CANTILEVER OUT ABOVE TRACKS AT
PLAZA LEVEL AND TERMINATE IN A STAIR/ELEVATOR TOWER ON SOUTH SIDE
THIS WOULD ELIMINATE AT-GRADE PEDESTRIAN CROSSING OF THE TRACKS

REALIGNED NORTHBOUND PLATFORM (ACCOMMODATES THIRD TRACK)
WOULD ALSO REQUIRE A RETAINING WALL DUE TO STEEP GRADE

BUS/M
ARC TICKETS AND W

AITIN
G

PROPOSED STAIR/ELEVATOR TOWERS (FROM ALL GARAGE LEVELS AND PLAZA LEVEL) FEED INTO
UNDERGROUND PASSAGES THAT PASS THROUGH RETAINING WALL ONTO NORTHBOUND PLATFORM

180’

240’

PROPOSED MARC COMMUTER PARKING GARAGE
3X4 BAY LAYOUT (BAYS ARE 60’X60’) YIELDS 855 PARKING SPACES
BOWMAN MILL LEVEL DEDICATED TO BUS LOOP AND RETAIL SPACE
2 PARKING DECKS BERMED BELOW BUS LOOP (DOWN TO TRACK/PLATFORM LEVEL)
5 PARKING DECKS ABOVE BUS LOOP
8 LEVELS TOTAL (2 UNDERGROUND + 1 BUSES AT GRADE +  5 ABOVE GROUND)

PLAZA HAS BEEN DELIBERATELY ENCLOSED WITH
SMALL-SCALE RETAIL ON THREE SIDES SO IT IS

ENLIVENED WITH ACTIVITY EVEN WHEN THERE ARE NO TRAINS
ADJACENT APARTMENTS/OFFICES WOULD SUPPORT THE RETAIL

INFILL
RETAIL

GARAGE
RETAIL

L3
RETAIL

PLAZA

STATION

SCHEMATIC PARKING GARAGE ELEVATION

PLATFORM
LEVEL

PLAZA
LEVEL

PASSAGE

BOWMAN MILL DR/
RESERVOIR LEVEL

PARKING

PARKING

PARKING

PARKING

PARKING

PARKING

PARKING

BUS LOOP
AND RETAIL

ST
AI

R/
EL

EV
AT

O
R 

TO
W

ER
S

8’

8’

12’

8’

8’

8’

8’

GARAGE STANDS
ROUGHLY 44’
ABOVE GROUND

APPROXIMATE SURROUNDING
TREE CANOPY HEIGHT OF 50’

EXISTING
ADA PARKING

PROPOSED

BIKE RACKS

8.20.2018

20452018 2025 2035

Germantown Transit 
Oriented Development

MDOT promotes Transit Oriented 
Development (TOD) as a tool to support 
economic development, promote 
transit ridership, and maximize 
the efficient use of transportation 
infrastructure. Germantown Station 
is served by all nine inbound and 
outbound MARC trains to Washington 
D.C. on weekdays.  As a growing 
multimodal hub, Germantown station 
is well-situated to become a thriving 
transit-oriented center.  MDOT MTA has 
begun evaluating the site to determine 
how development on the surface lots 
can be accommodated while also 
supporting convenient station access 
for MARC passengers and meet the 
demands of passengers accessing the 
station by car.

Photo by Harbor Group Management
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Guideways

Passenger Rail Investment and 
Improvement Act (PRIIA) – Penn Line

$ 600 Million
2018 20452025 2035

Photo by Ryan Stavely 

MARC Train operates on 187 miles of rail, all of which is owned by Amtrak or CSX.  MDOT MTA 
contributes to capital improvements through cost sharing agreements with the host railroads.  
MDOT MTA owns three miles of track on the Fredrick Branch of the Brunswick Line and contracts 
with CSX to maintain rail infrastructure.

As part of the Passenger Rail 
Investment and Improvement Act 
of 2008 Section 212 (PRIIA 212) a 
collaborative planning and decision-
making effort for passenger rail carriers 
along the Northeast Corridor (NEC) 
was created.  MARC Penn Line service 
uses the southern portion of the NEC 
to provide service between Perryville 
and Washington, D.C.  Through PRIIAA 
212, a cost-sharing arrangement for 
NEC infrastructure along the MARC 
Penn Line for commuter and intercity 
rail services was established. The new 
cost-sharing arrangement and policy 
recommendations seek to advance 
the development of improvements 
along the MARC Penn Line.  PRIIA 212 
replaces the previous Joint Benefits 
program MDOT had with Amtrak.
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Photo by Ryan Stavely 

As part of the operating agreement with 
CSX, MDOT MTA provides funding to CSX 
to support the necessary improvements 
to maintain CSX-owned railway for the 
Brunswick and Camden Lines.  This 
includes the upgrading of signal systems, 
switches, grade crossings and other 
infrastructure shared by both railroads.  
The current MDOT MTA agreement 
with CSX is for $5M annually for capital 
improvements.

CSX Joint Benefits – Brunswick 
and Camden Lines

$ 135 Million

2018 20452025 2035

Photo by Baltimore Sun

The Frederick Branch of the 
Brunswick Line is the only mainline 
track that MDOT MTA owns.  Unlike, 
the agreements with Amtrak and CSX, 
MDOT MTA is solely responsible for 
the maintenance along the Frederick 
Branch from Monocacy Junction to 
Downtown Frederick (3.4 miles).  Over 
the next 30 years, MDOT MTA will 
be making improvements to grade 
crossings to improve safety, replacing 
switch machines, and replacing rail 
ties.

Frederick Branch

$ 10 Million
2018 20452025 2035
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The Penn-Camden Connector is a new 
rail link that will enable efficiencies 
through the consolidation of  vehicle 
maintenance and repair for both 
the Penn and Camden lines.  The 
rail link will also leverage the capital 
investment in the Riverside Heavy 
Maintenance Building. The new rail 
link will also facilitate access to a new 
storage and maintenance facility for 
Penn Line MARC trains.  

$ 40 Million

Penn-Camden Connector

2018 20452025 2035
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Facilities

MARC Train operates six maintenance and layover facilities at Riverside, Brunswick, 
Martin’s Yard, Martinsburg, Washington D.C. Wedge Yard,  Frederick, and Baltimore 
Penn Station. Establishing these facilities at key locations helps to efficiently position 
trains for service. MDOT MTA currently subcontracts the maintenance of these facilities 
to a third party.

Existing MARC Storage and Maintenance Facilities

STORAGE & MAINTENANCE
FACILITY

PENN STATION

MARTIN’S YARD

RIVERSIDE YARD

BRUNSWICK YARD

FREDERICK YARD

MARTINSBURG YARD

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

FULL

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

OVERNIGHT CAPACITY MAINTENANCE
(FULL/PARTIAL)

FREDERICK, MD

WASHINGTON, D.C.

RIVER RIVER, MD

BALTIMORE, MD

BALTIMORE, MD

BRUNSWICK, MD

LOCATION

OCCUPIED =
PENN LINE

OCCUPIED =
CAMDEN LINE

OCCUPIED=
BRUNSWICK LINE

UNOCCUPIED
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Storage and maintenance facilities are among the most critical needs for MARC Train if it is to continue to 
improve and build on the service it currently provides. These facilities support the required maintenance 
and inspections to keep trains operable, and provide space for trains to layover when not in service.  
Specialized maintenance equipment required for MARC Trains includes: tracks to accommodate 9-car trains, 
9-car inspection pits, diesel locomotive service facilities, railcar washer, bridge crane, and wheel truing 
capabilities. The most efficient operation is realized when layovers, maintenance, and inspections occur at 
the same location.  

MDOT MTA is in the process of 
acquiring the Riverside Maintenance 
facility from CSX.  This facility currently 
provides heavy maintenance to 
MARC locomotives and serves as 
an overnight storage facility for 
Camden Line trains.  Once acquired, 
MDOT MTA will be able to construct 
the appropriate facilities needed to 
adequately maintain and inspect 
its locomotives including the most 
recently procured SC-44 “Charger” 
locomotives.   The expanded facility 
would also be made accessible to 
Penn Line trains via the Penn-Camden 
Connector (see page 46)

$ 80 Million

Riverside Yard Acquisition and 
Heavy Maintenance Building

2018 20452025 2035
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Martin’s Yard is one of two locations 
that MDOT MTA stores MARC train 
sets dedicated to Penn Line Service.  
The facility is used to store two of the 
eight train sets that serve the Penn 
Line.  MDOT MTA is working to expand 
the storage capacity at Martin’s Yard 
to accommodate two additional train 
sets.  When complete, the facility will 
be able to accommodate up to four 
seven-car train sets.  

$ 17  Million
2018 20452025 2035

Martin’s Yard Expansion

MDOT MTA currently stores six of its 
eight MARC train sets at Baltimore’s 
Penn Station overnight and on 
weekends.  In response to Amtrak’s 
future plans for the redevelopment 
of the Station, MDOT MTA has been 
actively exploring alternative locations 
to store trains for Penn Line service 
including the proposed construction of 
a Northeast Storage and Maintenance 
Facility in Cecil County, the expansion 
of the existing Martin Airport facility, 
and the purchase of CSX’s existing 
Mount Clare Yard via the proposed Penn 
Camden Connector.  Mount Clare Yard 
has the potential to absorb all six train 
sets currently stored at Penn Station 
with additional capacity to lengthen 
train sets to meet existing demand.

2018 20452025 2035

$ 40 Million

Replacement Penn Line 
Storage Yard
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MARC contracts with CSX to store 
its trains at Brunswick Yard in 
Brunswick, MD.  The current 
agreement limits the type of 
maintenance that can be conducted 
as MDOT MTA does not own the 
property. This limitation requires 
MDOT MTA to cycle MARC train 
equipment in a way that they 
can be positioned for heavier 
maintenance activities as required.  
The acquisition of Brunswick Yard 
would enable MDOT MTA to make 
the necessary improvements to 
perform heavy maintenance on rail 
vehicles. $ 40 Million

Brunswick Yard 
Maintenance Facility

2018 20452025 2035
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Systems

MARC utilizes three major classes of Systems assets:

•  Electrification – overhead catenary located along the Penn line only, this system provides DC 
power to MTA’s electric locomotives.

•   Signals and Train Control – Rail signals, instrument houses, Positive Train Control (PTC) equipment, 
and traffic signals.

•  Security/Monitoring – Communications, Closed Circuit Television (CCTV), and other security 
equipment.

These systems are also supported fully or in part by the Joint Benefits program with CSX, and PRIIA 
with Amtrak.

Positive Train Control (PTC) is 
technology used on railroads to 
minimize and prevent trains from 
colliding with one another due to 
human error.  

To comply with Federal Railroad 
Administration (FRA) regulations, 
MDOT MTA installed PTC hardware 
on its locomotives and cab cars, 
provided training for its operations 
and maintenance staff and worked 
with its host railroads to comply with  
PTC implementation by December 31, 
2018. 

$ 34 Million 
2018 20452025 2035

Positive Train Control
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The train approaching warning system is an 
added safety feature employed at passenger 
rail stations to alert waiting passengers of 
oncoming trains.  This can come in the form of 
automated, verbal announcements, flashing 
lights, or alarms which are activated while 
the train is approaching.  This is particularly 
helpful along the MARC Penn Line where trains 
regularly pass MARC train station platforms at 
over 100 MPH.  These systems helps to reduce 
the risk of injury for waiting passengers.

Train Approaching 
Warning System

2018 20452025 2035

$ 10 Million

MDOT MTA plans to update the platform 
for its “MARC Tracker” feature for riders.  
This system enables riders to receive real 
time information on the location of any 
train.  The newer system will be more 
reliable and accurate.

Real-Time MARC Tracking

2018 20452025 2035

$ 5 Million

To improve security at MARC stations, MDOT MTA is working to install closed circuit television 
at all stations throughout the system.  While some stations already incorporate the use of 
CCTV in all areas, many of the stations are limited.  MARC personnel will coordinate with 
MDOT MTA Police to install these systems in all stations to improve safety, and security.  

Closed Circuit Television (CCTV)

$ 10 Million
2018 20452025 2035
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Union Station
L’Enfant Crystal City

Alexandria

MARC
Penn Line

MARC
Camden Line

MARC
Brunswick Line

VREMARC

DOWNTOWN

LONG BRIDGE

ARLINGTON

REAGAN 
NATIONAL 
AIRPORT

POTOM
AC RIVER

ANACOSTIA RIVER

Service

RUN-THROUGH SERVICE TO L’ENFANT PLAZA AND 
NORTHERN VIRGINIA

MDOT MTA and Virginia Railway Express (VRE) are 
exploring the potential for MARC Train to extend service 
south to Northern Virginia.  The potential benefits to 
run-through service include the following:

▪  Direct, one-seat ride to employment centers in Northern  
Virginia from Maryland

▪  Alleviate congestion on the  Red Line at Union Station
▪  Provide direct access to the L’Enfant Plaza rail hub
▪ Potential increase in mid-day storage capacity

While the rail infrastructure for this service exists today, 
the current facilities do not have spare capacity for 
additional service.  Additionally, CSX owns the right-
of-way south of the 1st Street Tunnel and Long Bridge.  
Implementation of run-through service would require 
a cost-sharing partnership with other rail constituents 
including VRE, Amtrak, CSX, and others. 
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$95 M

$2 B

Union Station 
Reconfiguration

4th Track between 
1st Street Tunnel 
and Long Bridge

L’Enfant Station
Reconstruction

PTC Testing aand 
Commissioning

Expand Long
Bridge Capacity

4th Track From 
Long Bridge to 
Alexandria

Identify Midday 
Layover Facility
in Virginia 

Run-Through 
Service To 
Northern 
Virginia

VIRGINIA 
RUN-THROUGH

This illustrates the various types of capital 
investments necessary for run-through 
service to Northern Virginia.  These 
improvements would require partnerships 
with multiple stakeholders including 
District Department of Transportation, 
Virginia Railway Express, Amtrak, and CSX.

Brunswick Line

Penn/Camden Lines

critical path item
service enabled

Run-Through to 
L’Enfant Plaza

Longer trains may be required 
to meet additional demand 
generated by the new service. 
This increases the dependency 
on a replacement storage 
and maintenance facility with 
adequate storage capacity for 
longer train sets (see page 50).
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MDOT MTA works closely with the host railroads to negotiate and facilitate improved 
MARC  Train service. All three lines are experiencing capacity limitations such that providing 
additional MARC service would begin to conflict with the host railroads’ operations.  MDOT 
MTA continues to work with both CSX and Amtrak to optimize the use of the rail lines and 
facilitate reliable MARC Train service.  

Increased service on the Brunswick Line would help 
to support the growing I-270 corridor.  Future service 
patterns could gradually evolve to include basic 
service patterns illustrated to the right. Several capital 
investments must be made to enable these service 
improvements on the Brunswick Line, as illustrated on 
the following page.

BRUNSWICK LINE

Washington DC
(Union Station)

Silver Spring

Kensington

Garrett Park

Rockville

Washington Grove

Gaithersburg

Metropolitan Grove

Germantown

Boyds

Barnesville

Dickerson

Point of Rocks

Brunswick

Harpers Ferry

Duffields

Martinsburg

Monocacy

Frederick

Local P
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POTENTIAL FUTURE 
BRUNSWICK LINE SERVICE
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Additional 
Mainline Track 
Between 
Washington and 
Silver Spring 

$20 M

$700 M

BRUNSWICK
LINE

This illustrates the various types of capital 
investments necessary for increased service 
on the Brunswick Line.  These improvements 
would require partnerships with multiple 
stakeholders including CSX.

Additional Mainline 
Track between 
Garrett Park and 
Gaithersburg

Strategically expand 
Storage and 
Maintanence yard

Additional seating
capacity

Additional Mainline 
Track between 
Gaithersburg and 
Boyds

Limited
Midday 
Service

Brunswick Storage 
and Maintenance 
Acquisition/
Expansion

Additional Mainline 
Track between 
Boyds and 
Monocacy River

Additional 
Mainline Track on 
Frederick Branch

Positive Train Control
Enhancements

Expanded Storage and 
Maintenance Facility at 
Brunswick or Frederick

critical path item
service enabled

$620 M

Additional 
Midday 
Service

Weekend 
Service to/from 
Frederick

Increased Frequency 
to/from Frederick
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CAMDEN LINE

Several capital investments must be made to enable 
these service improvements on the Camden Line, as 
illustrated to the right.

Washington DC
(Union Station)

Riverdale

College Park

Greenbelt

Muirkirk

Laurel

Laurel Park

Savage

Jessup

Dorsey

St. Denis

Baltimore
(Camden Station)

Local P
att

ern

Expre
ss P

att
ern

POTENTIAL FUTURE 
CAMDEN LINE SERVICE
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Additional 
Mainline Track 

between 
Riverdale and 

Washington

Limited midday 
service

Additional 
Mainline Track 

between Jessup 
and Savage

Additional 
Mainline Track 

between Greenbelt 
and Riverdale

Limited weekend
service

Additional 
Mainline Track 

between Jessup 
and Baltimore Weekend 

Service
Midday 
Service

CAMDEN 
LINE

critical path item
service enabled

This illustrates the various types of capital 
investments necessary for increased service 
on the Camden Line.  These improvements 
would require partnerships with multiple 
stakeholders including CSX.

$360 M

$300 M
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PENN LINE

As part of the Northeast Corridor, the Penn Line 
operates on a railroad that primarily serves passenger 
trains.  This has been extremely helpful with the 
expansion of MARC Train service between Perryville 
and Washington.  Future service patterns could 
gradually evolve to include basic service patterns 
illustrated in the adjacent figure.  Several capital 
investments must be made to enable these service 
improvements on the Penn Line, as illustrated to the 
right.

Washington DC
(Union Station)

New Carrollton

Seabrook

Bowie State
University

Odenton

BWI Airport

Halethorpe

West Baltimore

Baltimore
(Penn Station)

Martin Airport

Edgewood

Aberdeen

Perryville

Local P
att

ern

Expre
ss P

att
ern

Perr
yvill

e E
xpre

ss P
att

ern

POTENTIAL FUTURE 
PENN LINE SERVICE
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Extend 4th 
track from 
Halethorpe 
to BWI

O&M 
Facility at 
North End

Penn-
Camden 
Connector

Northeastern
Layover 
Locations

Additional 
PTC 
enhancements

Extend 4th 
track from 
BWI to New 
Carrolton

Access to 
Mount
Claire Yard

Gunpow 
Bridge 
Replacement

Direct Penn 
Line Service to 
Downtown 
Baltimore

Connection 
to SEPTA

Additional
Service
to/from 
Perryville

New B&P 
Tunnel (Rehab 
Existing)*

*  cost not included

Additional 
seating
capacity 
and
bike racks

Additional Mainline 
Track 
Between 
New Carrollton 
and Washington

Increased 
Frequency 
Between 
Baltimore and 
Washington 

Union 
Tunnel 
Expansion*

Additional 
Two Tracks 
North of 
Baltimore

Increased 
Frequency 
to/from 
Perryville

PENN 
LINE

critical path item
service enabled

This illustrates the various types of capital 
investments necessary for increased service 
on the Penn Line.  These improvements 
would require partnerships with multiple 
stakeholders including Amtrak.

$4.2 B

$1.5 B
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The MARC Cornerstone Plan’s strategic priorities and initiatives lay the foundation for MDOT 
MTA to continue furthering its vision to provide safe, efficient, reliable transit with world-
class customer service as MDOT MTA manages and enhances the MARC Train system. This 
comprehensive approach empowers MDOT MTA to prioritize initiatives using a data-driven 
approach with which MDOT MTA staff can synthesize new technologies, research, and best 
practices.

MDOT MTA is committed to maintaining assets in a state of good repair and supporting our 
operations while simultaneously seeking opportunities to enhance customers’ experience, 
whether this is by making our service safer, more efficient, reliable, or enjoyable. The fleet’s 
mid-life overhaul, ticket vending machine replacement, and station renovations all focus on 
keeping our assets in a state of good repair. These initiatives are scheduled to coincide with 
assets reaching the end of their useful lives, which will ensure the safety and reliability of the 
Light RailLink system for years to come. However, they simultaneously will improve customer 
service and customers’ experience. 

Other MARC Train initiatives are primarily focused on enhancing the service and making the 
customer experience safer, more efficient or more enjoyable. Positive Train Control (PTC)
implementation,  fleet standardization, and mobile ticketing are examples of such initiatives), 
but also facilitate better operations and support long-term asset management plans.

In addition to the initiatives, which have well-defined timeframes and scopes, the strategic 
priorities outline broader goals that may include ongoing programs, or policies. 

Every day, MDOT MTA strives to improve transit service to better serve Marylanders. Our team 
is constantly monitoring performance, identifying needs, evaluating alternative solutions, 
engaging stakeholders, implementing solutions, and monitoring outcomes all toward the 
goal of providing safe, efficient, reliable transit, delivered with world-class customer service.

Conclusion
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Glossary

ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990): Civil rights legislation that prohibits discrimination and 
guarantees that people with disabilities have the same opportunities as everyone else to participate 
in the mainstream of American life.

AMTRAK (National Railroad Passenger Corporation) 

APTA (American Public Transportation Association): Intercity passenger rail service provider

BWI (Baltimore/Washington International Thurgood Marshall Airport)

CBD (Central Business District): the commercial and business center of a city. Baltimore’s CBD is 
roughly associated with the inner harbor area.

FTA (Federal Transit Administration)

LOTS (Locally Operated Transit Systems): Transit systems operated by local jurisdictions in Maryland. 
These transit systems receive federal funding and technical support through MDOT MTA.

MARC (Maryland Area Rail Commuter)

MDOT (Maryland Department of Transportation)

MDOT MTA (Maryland Department of Transportation: Maryland Transit Administration)

PRIIA (Passenger Rail Improvement and Investment Act)

SGR (State of Good Repair): Physical assets owned, operated and maintained by 
MDOT MTA are evaluated and given condition scores on a 1-5 scale. Assets with a score of at least 2.5 
out of 5 are in a state of good repair.

TOD (Transit Oriented Development): A place of relatively higher density that includes a mix of 
residential, employment, shopping, and civic uses designed to encourage multi-modal access to the 
station area.

TVM (Ticket Vending Machine): Machines used to purchase fares for use of Light RailLink and other 
MDOT MTA operated transit modes.

Acronyms
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Catenary: Overhead wires that transmit electricity to Light Rail Vehicles for propulsion and operation 
of electronic systems.

CSX: Freight railroad that operates in the Baltimore area. MDOT MTA must coordinate with CSX on 
certain matters.

Headway: The amount of time between transit trips at a given station. At a given station, if a train 
comes at 8:00am and the next comes at 8:15am, the headway is 15 minutes.

Norfolk Southern: Freight railroad that operates in the Baltimore area. MDOT MTA must coordinate 
with Norfolk Southern on certain matters.

Pantograph: Device on the roof of a locomotive that makes contact with the catenary wires to 
transmit electricity.

Pattern: A variation of a transit route.

Platform: Paved area where passengers board and alight (exit) trains.

Short Turn: A pattern that involves the service turning around before the end of the line.

Transit Asset: A physical asset required to support transit service either directly or indirectly, 
including vehicles, stations, facilities, guideways, and system assets.

Relevant Terms
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
Maryland Transit Administration
6 St. Paul Street
Baltimore, MD 21202

1-866-RIDE-MTA
mta.maryland.gov
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